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Sweaters Are the Reason for the Season

Sarah Palocko
Journalist

S

nowmen, pom-poms and
wool fabric, oh my! Since the
late 20th century, young and old
alike have scoured their closets
come Christmas time for that
one prized jewel of the holidays,
the ugly Christmas sweater. This
liberally red and green, applique’d
disaster has been a tradition since
we can remember, but the one

question our minds beg time and
time again is, why?
Along with the Christmas
spirit comes numerous opportunities to take life a little less
seriously, relax, and unwind. The
ugly sweater fad just may have
evolved from this theory. Beginning with their appearance on
your typical suburban aunt, and
your full-on-holidays-fanatic,
Christmas party volunteer in
grade school to casual holiday
work parties and teen gatherings,
the ugly sweater has made itself
a quite literal, cozy spot in the
homes and hearts of millions.
Some argue that the ugly
Christmas sweater gives us a
chance to remember/embrace
feelings of our youth, home, and
comfort. Putting on that
extremely tacky and itchy, yet
satisfying wool reminds us we’re
all human. If you don’t believe
that, maybe you can go for the
fact that it can be used as a
tangible ice-breaker for the

inevitably awkward family
gatherings that tend to circulate
around Christmas time. Nothing better than a little obnoxious
sequins and felt to throw off the
classic, “how’s school going this
year?!”
If not to reminiscence on simpler times or for reprieve from
uncomfortable family
conversations, then what? Well,
like it or not, even major fashion
retailers have adopted the trend.
From Salvation Army to H&M,
these looks have been taken from
street to stage. It’s called fashion
people, look it up. If runway
models in fine wool doesn’t boost
your Christmas spirit, I don’t
know what will!
Whether it’s the appreciation of seasonal immaturity, the
leveler in distant relative
encounters, or the haute couture
of Christmas, this long-upheld
ugly sweater tradition has us
wrapped around it’s finger like
lights on a Christmas tree.

Ugly Sweaters have been counted as a fashion craze for the
past few years. This year, they have officially become part
of “haute coutoure” of this decade.

Stonitsch and
Bartel said in
regards to their
roles as advisors.
The society has
gone through
many changes
in this year
alone in order
to maintain its
prestige. For
the first time,
the ceremony was held at the
Ehrnfelt Recreation Center. It’s
usually held in the high school
auditorium, but was moved
this year due to construction.
Student President
Ayushi Patel and executive board members
had their work cut out
for them as they prepared for the new changes.
“It was difficult to adjust
to not having an auditorium. We
still had to make sure we had
everyone’s name right and get
the program together, but just
readjusting for the venue was the
hardest part.”
Every year there is always
something that stands out during
the ceremonial walkthrough. As
current members trail behind

new inductees in pairs, this year
music began to play. For such
a formal event, a certain type
of music is expected to set the
solemn tone. However, technical
difficulties occurred due to the
new venue and a mix up with the
playlist.
During the ceremony loud,
roaring music began to blare
resulting in more than a few
snickers. This little incident
brought back memories to

everyone, from the staff,
to students, to the parents who attended.
Challenges will also
extend to prospective Sarah Ludwig
Lindsey Blomquist
members because the Journalist
Journalist
requirements to apply
will become more
definitely not easy, but I love
stringent for next year. In order
being with my executive board
to get in, students currently need
members and the advisors are
30 volunteer hours, two letters of
great. It’s a blast, it’s a great way to
recommendation, a minimum
learn what true leadership is like.”
weighted GPA of 3.6, two exAfter the ceremonial
tracurricular activities for every
year of high school, and no unex- walkthrough up the stage to
receive an official certificate and
cused tardies or absences.
infamous yellow rose, everyone
“We are increasing the
joined in for snacks at the
standards to get into
NHS,” said Bartel. “Next reception. Cupcakes were
decorated with blue and gold,
year we’re thinking
NHS colors, and sugar cookies
about raising the grade
that were to die for. It was a very
point average requirement and
satisfying induction.
increasing the service
hours.”
Stonitsch added, “We’re
raising the standards because we
think that you guys should have
high standards--and you do--so
the quality of the person who’s in
it should have that high quality
and the morals and values.”
Despite the daunting task that
applying can be, when asked
about NHS and being on the
executive board, Ayushi said,“It’s

“They remind us we are all human.”

NHS Induction Ceremony: A Success

T

he National Honors Society
welcomed its newest members
on November 19, at the Strongsville Ehrnfelt Recreation Center.
Juniors and seniors all compete
for coveted spots in one of the
oldest and most prestigious
academic societies at the start of
every school year. Exemplifying
the four pillars, inducted students
had to show outstanding rigor in
scholarship, leadership, service,
and character.
These standards are
maintained by English teachers
Lyssa Stonitsch and Alisa Bartel,
who have been the NHS advisors
for the past year. They believe
teenagers should hold high
expectations for themselves.
“We take it very seriously. It’s
nice to see the members have
this accomplishment and earn it.”

current members of last year’s
induction. One of the ceremonial
candles, representing each of the
four pillars, would not light. Talk
about light hearted humor.
Besides small obstacles, the
induction was a success for all
the new challenges thrown at
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Rho Kappa Hosts
First Annual Veteran’s
Day Breakfast

Hannah Moskowitz
Journalist

O

n the 11th hour of the 11th
day of the 11th month of 1918,
a truce ended the First World
War or “the Great War.” In 1938,
Armistice Day became a federal
holiday. After WWII and the Korean War, Armistice Day was renamed to Veteran’s Day to honor
all American Veterans of all wars,
both foreign and domestic.
To commemorate this patriotic day, Rho Kappa seniors
hosted their first annual Veteran’s
Day breakfast in the wrestling
room on November 16, inviting
the Strongsville VFW Post 3345
and the Strongsville American
Legion Post 795. Rho Kappa, the
Social Studies Honor Society,
is comprised of juniors and
seniors at Strongsville High
School for their merit in social

studies courses. Through Rho
Kappa, the National Council for
Social Studies (NCSS) hopes to
inspire students to build interest,
knowledge, and respect for Social
Studies. Strongsville High School
was granted their chapter in Fall
of 2013 and has had inductions
every year since.
Their goal in hosting this
breakfast was to honor our
veterans and to thank them for
their service. The students were
also able to gain firsthand
experience in primary research
while showing their appreciation.
Speakers that morning
included school board member
and retired Colonel, Duke Evans.
Also in attendance was
Superintendent Cameron Ryba,
Assistant Superintendent Jennifer
Pelko, and High School Principal
Mark Smithberger. Rho Kappa
Co-Advisor to Dan Collins and
Mike Sack, Steve Diedrick, hopes
that it is “bigger and better every
year” and plans to arrange the
breakfast date on Veteran’s day
next year as well as place it in a
better location once
construction on the high school
is done.

New Student-Buddy Lunch

Allie Monyak
Photo-Journalist

O

n November 20th, 2015,
Strongsville High School welcomed new students with a New
Student-Buddy Lunch! New
students qualify as any student
that did not attend Center or
Albion Middle School. These
students could have attended
Catholic grade schools or
even have recently moved into
Strongsville. The students
received a note that invited them
to a provided lunch that
consisted of pizza, pop, chips and
more. The event took place in the
Wrestling Gym and it was during
lunch periods.
The lunch was an
awesome and beneficial
experience for everyone. The

food was amazing, as pizza
always is, and there was a lot of
fun conversations and jokes. The
buddies were all upperclassmen
and they were there to socialize
and get to know all of the new
students and make them feel
more comfortable in their new
environment. Soon, a
competitive game of Teacher
Trivia commenced. The object of
the game was to guess the
unexpected quirk of each teacher.
The different teacher’s names
were written on a dry erase board
at the front of the room. As each
name was called off, the name
got erased until only the correct
name remained. Each table got a
dry-erase board and a marker in
order to make their guess and the
table with the most points got a
yummy treat. It was wonderful to
meet people who were new to the
high school because
helping them understand the
school and make new friends was
really rewarding.. It was
interesting to meet new people
from different backgrounds and
schools.

A Veteran enjoys his breakfast, provided by Rho Kappa

Many guests enjoyed the day.

Smithberger poses with the honored guest.

Gabi Bewie shakes the hand of Duke Evans, welcoming him.

Mustang Mentors to the Middle School

Sydney Reik
Journalist

S

chool is challenging. It is an
incredible journey, and while it
is incredible, it can really take a
large toll on some of the children turning into young adults.
This is the very age in which
all factors of life are against us
(thanks puberty) and some extra
help may be needed- we’re only
human right? That is exactly why
Strongsville High has created a
tool called Mustang Mentors.
This organization was founded in
order to aid the students in the
middle school years with issues
in their school, the transition to
the labyrinth we call our school,
or any areas in life in which they
may be struggling. It is a beauteous program, and it is very helpful indeed.
The phrase “Mustang Mentors” has been floating around
for awhile now and the highly
reliable and prestigious resource,
a Mustang Mentor himself, Eric
Noss explained that Mustang
Mentors is a newer program at
school. About once a month, they
travel together in teams of three
or four to the middle schools.
Noss states, “Our job is to mentor
them and help them through

Center Middle School: one of the mentor’s destinations
the transition to the high school,
school problems, home problems, or anything of the like.”
Eric talks about how mentoring
has changed his perspective of
high school by saying, “We are
supposed to be acting as older
siblings to these kids in order to
help them with whatever they
may be going through.”
The mentors work as a team
to improve the daily lives of kids
trekking through education and
life. It really is an outstanding
and selfless program that should
be given more attention and
gratitude. Since Thanksgiving
just passed and the chilly winter
season is on its way, a warm
thanks is in store for those who
do mentor.
School is rough, and we are only
human, but Mentors are there for
the middle
schoolers.

Eric Noss, a Mustang
Mentor

Our Mustang Mentors

Center
Justyna Krupa
Julia Foust
Maria Ong
Megan Patrick
Garrett D’Abato
Aabha Daryapurkar
Krithika Sundaram
Luccia Moffitt
Perry McLaughlin
John McLaughlin
Rubab Syed
Callahan Hinckley
Joshua Collins
Joey Stewart
McKenzie Ramser
Brittany Dye
Olivia Abdallah
Sarah Gartland
Zach Kasian
Taylor Mutti
Caitlyn Mutti
Abby Novak
Aric Micko
Samantha Church
Delphina Glover
Jake Derkacs

New Middle
Lauren Hill
Jennilyn Litton
Francesca Guenther
Olivia DeNoto
Olivia Gaspar
Samantha Phillips
Meagan Fechtel
Samantha Paoli
Carmela DiCola

Albion
Julia Fine
Tori Berry
Sarah Palocko
Anne Papandreas
Vince DiSalvo
Emily Gaidos
Sera Dindia
Eric Noss
Dhruv Ghiya
Matthew Poyle
Julianna Mathiellis
Haley Regan
Sam Stelnicki
Madeline Kreller
Kushali Dalal
Jaxon Buike
Lauren Gregory
Katelyn Albro
Grace Mutti
Grace Mackovjak
Sarah Kovatch
Catherine Lusky
Lauren Rakytiak
Marisa Aviles
Jared Dicks
Haley Hawk
Adelena Ginese
John Lipowski
Melissa Meszaros
Cameron Davis
Erik Hatzigeorgiou
Paulina Lesniak
Sujatha Gaddamanugu
Jessica Davis
Faisal Khan
Taylor Cruz
Niket Shah
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Clubs Connect at Annual
International Thanksgiving
Sharing a meal brings pride and community to our schoool

Lauren Gregory
Junior Editor

T

hanksgiving is a time
to gather with family and
friends around a large array of food to reflect about
everything you are thankful for.
The various language clubs at
Strongsville High School do well
to not forget this. International
Thanksgiving has been a tradition amongst the language clubs
for over 10 years now. This year,
Spanish and German club met in
the cafeteria to enjoy a smorgasbord of ethnic food as well
as each other’s company. French
club unfortunately could not attend, however the party still went
on without a hitch.
Not only is International
Thanksgiving an amazing
opportunity for different clubs
to come together to experience

different cultures and food, it
is also about giving back. The
club members were required to
bring a canned or boxed food
item to donate to the Food Bank
along with their cultural dish.
Especially as we are nearing the
holiday season, it is important
to remember those that are
less fortunate and extend our
generosity to help them.
Frau Potter, the German Club
advisor, even mentioned how her
favorite part is “The way clubs are
able to come together to share,
socialize with each other, and
meet new people, all while giving
back to the community.” The
language clubs have contributed
to the food bank every year since
this event started.
The importance of this event
cannot be overlooked.
As Señora Stroup, the
spanish club advisor said, “It
gives students an opportunity
to learn about other cultures
and cuisine, which we all love to
eat, as well as grant students an
opportunity to socialize and get
away from the demands of the
academic day.”
Besides charity for the
community, students are able to

diversify themselves with
cultures they normally would
not be able to. With food from
all over the world, students and
teachers alike are able to come
together and chat, play games,
and, in the spirit of Thanksgiving,
just enjoy being together. Many
students are only able to take one
language while at high school,
so this event provides a unique
experience for them to learn
about a culture they normally are
not able to interact with. When
asked about their favorite part
of the event, most club members
replied with something along the
lines of “the food, duh”.
Laura Brink, a senior member
of German Club, said that her
favorite part is “Getting to hang
out with different people, the
food, and how we get to broaden
our horizons and see the diversity
that other cultures have to offer.”
International Thanksgiving
gives students the opportunity
to “taste” other cultures, both
literally and figuratively, and
for many, this is something
they would not miss. It is safe
to say that this International
Thanksgiving measured up to
the expectations set last year.

The Strongsville Food Bank

Magdalenas and Taco Meat from Spanish Club

			The Nerd’s Corner
How To: Study for Midterms

The dreaded week is coming.

Midterms are almost upon us,
but this is no need for panic. A
big part of semester grades is the
midterm (20% to be exact) and
many people find it stressful and
overwhelming to study all of that
information at once.
There is no denying that
midterms can be extremely
stressful if you do not know what
you are you doing, but if you
follow these tips, you might find
it easier to glide through the
seemingly endless amount of
testing you are about to conquer.
1. Stay organized:
Before you start, you must
gather all of your materi-

als. Organize all of your study
supplies by class, for example
have a binder of all the material
you have covered for each of your
classes with dividers for each;
this will make it easier for you to
access a specific subject.
2. List topics you do and do
not know:
After organizing all of your
study materials, recognize all
of the topics you know or do
not know from each class and
organize them according to that.
To do this, look at the study
materials/midterm reviews that
teachers give out, highlight topics
you do not know off the top of
your head, and make piles or lists
based on the amount of review

you need for each topic.
3. Create a study environment:
Designate a specific area to
keep your review supplies so that
they do not get lost. This place
should be in a quiet, peaceful,
and easily accessible area. Make
this area free of distractions; for
example, limit the amount you
can use your phone or computer.
Give it to your mom to keep
(she’ll love that), or place it in a
drawer and use it as a reward for
45 minutes of studying. Also,
you want this area to be as stress
free as possible, so try to keep it
clean and organized or light one
of your favorite candles: anything
to make it as relaxing for you as
possible. Kindly ask your family,
especially if you have younger
and destructive siblings, to leave
this area alone.
4. Time management:
Designate time that is just for
studying. It works best if you
study a little bit each day rather
than cramming 5 hours the night
before each test. Make sure you
have nothing else going on at this
time, so that you can give all of
your time to studying.
5. Listen to Music:
You may find that it helps your
focus and concentration if you

listen to music while
studying. However, the only
music that will be beneficial to
you is classical. Studies have
shown that classical music can
heighten your emotions and
make you more susceptible to
learning and remembering new
information (Engel). If you are
at a complete loss for where to
find classical music, some of my
favorites are Pandora’s “Classical
for Studying” Radio and Spotify’s
“Intense Studying” Playlist.
6. Find a study group:
Sometimes, it helps when you
study with others in your class.
Get together with some of your
friends in the class and and find
a time to study together. It is
very beneficial to do this because
some people might know more
than you and be able to explain it

Lauren Gregory
Advice Columnist

in a way that makes sense to you.
Also, you can share some of your
successful tips with each other as
well as check up on each other’s
work and bounce ideas off of
each other. It’s also a really good
excuse to meet at Starbucks.
7. Take breaks:
You are only productive for
so long before you become tired
and burned out. Take a break
every 30 minutes to an hour so
you do not become too
overwhelmed. You can use this
time for anything; watch some
tv, check twitter, or, my favorite,
eat food. Either way, make sure
to leave your study area to keep
things separated.
Engel, Allison. “Studying for Finals?
Let Classical Music Help.” USC
News. University of Southern California, n.d. Web. 01 Dec. 2015.
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Book Review:
Illumniae Amy Kaufman and
Jay Kristoff

Reilly Grealis
Review Writer

K

ady had just broken up
with her boyfriend and for her,
that was the worst thing that
could happen. That is, until her
planet is invaded by crazy corporations. When BeiTech invades
her planet, bent on the destruction of Kady’s planet, survivors
are sent off on three refugee ships
into the dark abyss of space.
The planet is invaded to
cultivate a mine and gain profit,
though the fight for the planet
eventually becomes a full out war.
Because BeiTech wanted to keep
the invasion a secret, they are set
on killing every survivor, even if
that means following the refugee
space ships.
Unable to travel efficiently,
the refugees must survive the
corporation close behind them,
the dangers of lack of resources
for the ship’s population system, and an intelligence system

with a mind of it’s own but no
conscience. Not only are there
outside dangers, the leaders of
the refugee ships are keeping
secrets from the civilians and
Kady wants to find them out.
Kady is adept at computer hacking and uses her skills to find out
the truth.
With the help of her ex, Ezra
Mason, who is on another ship in
the escaping fleet, Kady is able to
discover a hidden plague that is
sweeping one of the three ships,
causing complete and total chaos.
Ezra’s military intervention
helps to discover that there
are things that the leaders and
pilots won’t talk about occuring
because of the plague, things too
terrifying to discuss. Not only
that, but there is something seriously wrong with the intelligence
system on Ezra’s ship.
Told completely in chat logs,
documents, military reports and
computer processing, Illuminae
is a wild adventure of space navigation and
love and
secrets that
will leave
the reader
hoping for
space travel.

The Voices of You

An installment each issue of creative
writing to depict teenage life.
It’s three o’ clock in the morning and I’m upset you never texted. I
didn’t know why because just 6 hours earlier, I couldn’t have cared
less. 6 hours earlier and I didn’t give you a second thought. I had been
over it all, but it’s three o’ clock in the morning and the flashbacks
were playing like an old favorite movie. I had all these mixed emotions, but the one thing I could get straight was the fact that I’m still
missing you, no matter how hard I pretend that I wasn’t. I was lying to
myself because the pain of the cold hard truth terrifies every waking
bone in my body. If I tell myself I miss you, I’m giving you the power
to hurt me and I’m not quite sure which is worse: pretending I’m completely fine without you or missing you like no other?

Holiday Throw Back

#tbt: Holiday Elves appeared on Halloween!
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Fandom Fanatics: Members of
a Different World
Sara Ludwig
Journalist

N

o one likes talking directly
to other people. They are loud,
crude and the whole
experience is rather nerve
racking. As much as humans
detest getting to know people, we
all still crave each other’s
acceptance. We want to belong
with others of our kind, be part
of an adventure, but we never
seem to find that spark in our
real lives. This is where fandoms
come in.
Fandoms are how we escape our laborious lives, living
vicariously through fictional
characters. For those who don’t
know, fandoms are defined as the
community that surrounds a T.V.
show/book/movie etc. Typical
fandoms include a wide range of
people, from the occasional to
hardcore fan the likes of whom
conferences, conventions and
panels are held to accommodate
the frenzies that erupt. People,
who otherwise would have no
contact in the real world, come
together on the internet to
celebrate the lives of fictitious
beings. In this technological
dominated society we are so
consumed by our characters that
they become a part of our family.
Day in and day out, these
characters are always there.
Whenever we have a bad day, we
turn to them for comfort. They
are the ones keeping us company

in the twilight hours and are the
ones who greet us in the
morning. They can never
disappoint us for they represent
the missing part of our lives; they
are what we deem them to be.
The reason we as a society are
so enthralled with fandoms is
because they offer us security and
peace in a world where fairytales
don’t exist. They are an escape
from bogged down minds.
Their lives are just as significant as their deaths. When a
beloved T.V. character dies, fans
take to the internet voicing their
sorrow and outrage. Riots, R.I.P.
memes and gifs are made to ease
the pain as others seek solace
on message boards. Gifs, which
stands for graphic interchange
format, is an image file that
supports moving pictures, while
a meme is a virally transmitted
cultural image, accompanied
with bold phrases that are usually
humorous.
These characters are our family, so when they die, it becomes
more than a T.V. death, it is a
personal loss. On the flip side,
when the characters are alive the
most advantageous
projections occur. From the
moment they appear on screen or
walk across the page, characters
are “shipped” together. And no,
they do not all go sailing across
the Mediterranean.
To “ship” two or more characters together means a
person wants the fictional
characters to be involved in some
way, usually romantically. The
official definition of “ship” is to
support or endorse a romantic
pairing that is not canon in the
work(s) in which they appear.
People take “shipping” very

seriously and in some cases take
it too far, getting in online
“shipping wars”. Whenever a
new character is introduced that
threatens a particular “ship” you
know the internet will be
anything but quiet about it.
Fandoms are
fundamentally needed in society.
It allows people of various
backgrounds to come together
for a common interest and offers
them new identities and new
chances. It is an escape, opening up the mind without the
fear of face to face interaction.
People can live a thousand life
times through fandoms, travelling across space and time and
everywhere in-between.

Fans dress-up as their favorite characters
at a convention.

Examples of fandoms from books.

A meme about shipping.

Gender Equality
in High School Sports?
Olivia Gasper
Opinion

I

f you ask people to think
of sports, most people would
immediately think of the NBA,
NFL, NHL, MLB, and maybe
even wrestling, but people almost
never say a sport pertaining to
women, like softball. Girls’ sports
are very underrated and are not
nearly as popular as boys’ sports;
For example, there is the WNBA,
softball, and many other sports
that have a women’s league,
but are not recognized because
sports are dominantly considered
a male activity in our society.
Strongsville High School’s basketball teams prove this statement is
true, even in adolescence.
The boys’ team is talked about
all the time, has cheerleaders,

has their lockers decorated, and
welcomes many spectators to
each game. Unfortunately, the
girls’ basketball games do not
receive the same level of support
and love from classmates and
community members.
Last year Strongsville JV
girls’ went undefeated. The team
worked extremely hard on and
off the court and deserved every
win they accomplished, yet the
school acted unaware of the
achievements. Some of the teammates from the team were very
bothered due to the fact that the
girls’ success was not shared with
the school. The girls’ win was not
announced on the announcements and the members of the
team did not receive any congratulation.
It does not matter what gender
is playing a specific sport, players

should be able to hear about their
team’s successes and the student
body should support them along
the way.
Many people think girls may
not play as well at a sport then
a boy may. In my opinion, this
statement is completely false.
Many girls share the same
strengths and practice the same
as a male athlete might; from
camps to intense lifting sessions,
both teams work just as hard.
It does not matter the gender.
What matters is the skills and
abilities that person may carry.
A girl should not have to
prove her ability just because
it may not be as common for a
female to play as well in a sport.
This makes female athletes feel as
though they are being treated unfairly and discriminated against.
Every athlete is different.
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Browns:“There’s always next year”

Matt Weninger
Sports Writer

bleacherreport.com

Another failed season for the
Browns

T

Cavaliernation.com
The King directs his team.

he season if halfway over, yet
the Browns from the front office
to the playing field, seem more
lost than ever. No one seems to
be on the same page, and this is
causing uncertainty and conflicting views throughout the organization. Much of this comes from
the frustration of having a 2-10
record. This is no surprise due
to the fact that the team at the
beginning of the year believed
their strengths would be running

the ball and stopping the run, but
it’s been the complete opposite.
For Cleveland, it seems that the
mentality of “there’s always next
year” will continue.
There is no doubt that changes
are coming for this organization
that has been nothing but a revolving door of different personnel throughout the years. It very
well may be Coach Mike Pettine
who is unsure of his own job
security for the remaining games.
Possibly the change will come by
way of removing GM Ray Farmer
who has flopped in the draft with
first round picks Justin Gilbert
and Johnny Manziel, and so far
unproductive seasons from Danny Shelton and Cameron Erving.
A team cannot win without being
successful in the draft, so maybe
a new eye for talent is needed in
the front office.
Finally, one can only wonder
what the offense will look like as
Johnny Manziel is seemingly being pushed out the door by many

in the Browns organization. A
lack of off-field responsibility and
inconsistent play on the field has
led many to see no solution but
to cut ties with him. Manziel has
shown signs of potential, but not
enough to seem like the franchise
quarterback that has eluded this
team for years. There is not just
uncertainty at quarterback, but
in several other positions at well.
Speculators seem to believe AllPro center Alex Mack will leave
as a free agent this year. Josh
Gordon who has been suspended
for the second straight year may
find himself in a similar situation
has Johnny Manziel. Another
season of failure has brought
this organization looking back
to square one, hopefully this
time the Browns can find success
amidst past failures.

season league MVP in Stephen
Curry, who is currently making a
statement averaging 32.0 PPG so
far this season, and the eventual
Finals MVP Andre Iguodala,
sharpshooter Klay Thompson,
defender and hustler Draymond
Green, backup point guard
Shaun Livingston, and young rising star Harrison Barnes, various
role players coming off the bench
– their lineup was deep and effective from start to finish. To top it
off, all of these guys were healthy
– something the Cavaliers only
wished they could say.
But it’s a new season which
means new contenders. In Oklahoma City, in a time of crisis,
Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook are coming at anybody
who stands in their way. The
future of their franchise depends
upon their success this post
season. Right now, it seems like
the success of this dynamic duo
is not stopping anytime soon.
In San Antonio, it’s a ‘Big Man
Stampede’ as Lamarcus Aldridge
and David West enter the mix as
results of trade, two of the top
tall men league-wide.
In Houston, the MVP runnerup, James Harden, is still doing
his thing, with a new point guard
in Ty Lawson to go along with
the force down low known as
Dwight Howard. On top of all
that, the Warriors still exist,
determined to defend a championship title.
That’s just the Western Conference.

In the east, Miami, Indiana,
and Chicago are all looking to
give the Cavaliers a run for their
money come spring time. Dwyane Wade, Justise Winslow and
Hassan Whiteside are proving
to be a formidable trio down in
South Beach, while Paul George
has made a dominating return for
the Pacers after his devastating
leg fracture two years ago which
seems to be a distant memory
now.
Meanwhile a healthy Derrick
Rose in correlation with rising
super-star Jimmy Butler, top
performer Pau Gasol, and the
ultimate hustle player in Joakim
Noah are making noise in the
Windy City once again.
Besides all this, the amount of
people supporting a Cavaliers
title run this season remains just
under 50 percent of those polled
at SHS.
Aside from the fact that the
best player in the world wears a
Cavalier uniform, the return of
Irving, Love, and former Cavalier
Mo Williams, along with the post
strength maintained by Timofy
Mozgov and late off-season
re-signer Tristan Thompson,
gives Clevelanders faith that
LeBron can enhance his legacy by
bringing a championship to his
hometown.
Contrary to some ESPN analysts, it won’t matter who makes
it out of the West. Assuming that
most, if not all, of the Cavaliers’
roster stays healthy, it’s as sure as
the sunrise.

VS2016
. Finals: A Yes for The Cavs

Are the Cavs Too Soft?

Jacob Taylor
Sports Journalist

The Cavs turn to mental
toughness to enhance their
game.

After the Golden State
Warriors defeated the Cleveland
Cavaliers in the 2015 NBA Finals,
the Cavs were eager to get back
on the court to show the league
who was really the best team.
The Cavs have started off with
a good 8-3 record this season,
but are still trailing behind the
Warriors who started off with
a booming 12-0 record. Cleveland’s coach, David Blatt, says
that his team needs to toughen
up and start being more aggressive.
Lebron James, Cleveland’s
small forward and superstar, also
comments on the tough aspect
saying that the Cavs are “Just too
nice.”
Strongsville City Schools Basketball coach and Skills Trainer
Joe Garner agrees that, “The Cavs
are being too soft and not aggressive.”
The Cavs fans are waiting to
see if their beloved basketball
team can catch up, take over this

season, and go for the title again.
They are still a powerful force
in the league, but are looking
for that motivation they need.
Tristan Thompson, who is a massive presence for the Cav’s, claims
that the team’s not-so-great start
to the season is due to their mental game.
James also agrees that the Cavs
have to toughen up mentally if
they want to overthrow the Warriors this season.
Coach Garner sides with
Thompson on this and says
that, “Basketball is about a 10%
physical and 90% mental game.
Anyone can be fast and strong
but you need to have an even
stronger mental game to be great
on the court.”
Will the Cav’s fix their ‘just too
nice’ and aggressiveness issues
this season? All of Cleveland is
hoping and waiting to find out.

Joe Garner, coach
and trainer

“Basketball is
about a 10% physical
and 90% mental
game.” ~Garner

Brandon Kagan
Sports Journalist

In June of 2015, the sports
fans of Cleveland, Ohio were distraught by the Cavaliers’ loss in
the NBA Finals. It was constantly
said that the Warriors got lucky,
but many loyal fans do not count
the loss against LeBron.
“He had no help,” was the
cry of basketball fans across
the nation. While it is true that
Cleveland’s all-star forward
Kevin Love had been sidelined by
a dislocated shoulder in the first
round of the playoffs, resulting in
a permanent bench seat for the
remainder of the season, and that
all-star point guard Kyrie Irving
suffered a fractured knee cap in
Game 1 of the Finals, resulting
in a six-week rest before a long
rehab, the Golden State Warriors
still had to deal with the monster.
The monster that averaged
nearly a 40-point triple-double
throughout the series; the monster known as LeBron James.
The Warriors’ success was
not based on mere luck; they
were clearly the better of any
team they faced throughout the
playoffs. However, when it comes
to going up against the regular
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Book Reviews
Reilly Grealis
Review Writer

Six of Crows by Leigh Bardugo
and
Among the Hidden by Margaret Peterson Haddix
P

“N

Awards for Leigh Bardugo
and the Six of Crows
• #1 New York Times
bestselling author
• USA Today bestselling
author
• Starred reviews from
Kirkus,
• Starred reviews from
Publishers Weekly
• Starred reviews from VOYA
• Starred reviews from SLJ
• Starred reviews from the
BCCB

o mourners, no funerals.” This is the motto
of the gang that dictates the severity of the heist. In
this epic fantasy, six very different people are thrust
into a group in order to break into the Grisha world’s
most secure location: The Ice Palace. This book is set
in the same world from the Grisha trilogy, written by
Leigh Bardugo, but it is not necessary to read those
books first.
Kaz Brekker, the leader of the infamous Dreg crew,
has been given a heist job that will leave him rich beyond his wildest dreams. His task: regain a captured
prisoner from the most secure place in the world and
make it out alive. They must accomplish the job during a grand ball with a matter of only hours to get in,
get out, and get lost. Easy, right?
Kaz manages to recruit five other misfits: a spy so
quiet she’s known as the Wraith: a sharpshooter with
a slight gambling problem, and a prisoner with a
thirst for revenge, a runaway son. and a Grisha warrior with amazing powers. Each of them will have to
contribute their gifts for the betterment of the group.
They must travel deep into snowy wilderness and find
a way into the secure location and somehow locate
the prisoner.
Told from the perspective of each of the crew, Six
of Crows is a thrilling story about love, adventure, respect, loyalty, and revenge. The crew must learn to not
only trust their own abilities, but also themselves. If
they can’t, they won’t make it out alive. As the group
races to finish the job, they must remember that “The
ice does not forgive.”

Grace Mutti
Review Writer

Awards for Among the Hidden
•Top 10--ALA Best Books for
Young Adults
•An ALA Quick Pick for
Reluctant Young Adult Readers
•YALSA Popular Paperbacks
for Young Adults
•Nominee for the Askews
Children’s Book Award in
Great Britain
•Bank Street College’s
Children’s Book Committee’s
“Best Children’s Books of the
Year” list
•State readers choice awards
(voted on by kids):

opular dystopian novels often feature
protagonists on the run from a conformist
government, but Margaret Peterson Haddix puts a
fresh spin on this archetype readers won’t want to
miss. In her novel Among the Hidden, Haddix crafts
a society burdened with overpopulation and food
shortages that can easily be compared to the crisis
taking place in China. Similarly, this leads the
government to take some drastic measures to solve
the conflict. The result? The Population Police: a
team of brutal assassins that prohibit any family from
having more than two children, not a far stretch from
the conclusion reached by the Chinese. Of course
there are the rebels who decide to hide their children
and subject them to a life of boredom and misery,
rather than death at the hands of the
Population Police, and this leaves children like Jen
and Luke wondering which option is better.
Though the novel is an “easy read,” Haddix manages to raise some great moral dilemmas that force
readers to question the power of authority and
consider ethical solutions to the potential threat of
overpopulation. This is especially challenging when
readers become more and more aware of the
tragedies inflicted by these laws and have no choice
but to fall in love with the characters for their
courage and inexplicable optimism. There is no
question that this book deserves every one of the
awards that it received because this story creates the
opportunity for readers to become more aware of
what happens in the world they live in.

Holiday To-Do List
Lindsey Blomquist
Layout Editor

I

f you and your family
and friends are looking for fun
activities to do in Cleveland this
holiday season, the Lantern has
suggestions for you!

Go to the Ohio Theater at
Playhouse Square and see the
production of Charles Dicken’s
classic, A Christmas Carol,
running from November 28 to
December 23.

Visit the Christmas Story House
and Museum at 3159 W 11th St.
Cleveland, the setting of the
beloved classic movie.

Take a ride on the Polar Express,
or the Cuyahoga Scenic Valley Railroad. Come in your PJs,
drink hot cocoa, eat cookies, and
possibly see Santa. Buy tickets
and arrive early in order to get
good seats.

Visit an Escape Room, where you
and a group can be
challenged with puzzles and clues
in order to escape from a various
settings.

Try some new foods! Check out
the West Side Market, or even
your favorite eateries will have
some new flavors and treats out
for the season.

Go to the movies. There are
several good films coming out
over the break that you can see
with your friends or parents, such
as Joy, Alvin and the Chipmunks:
Road Chip, or Star Wars: The
Force Awakens. Or just sit down
on the couch and enjoy the 25
Days of Christmas.

Visit the Cleveland Art Museum
through January 5th, 2016 to
see an exclusive Claude Monet
exhibit.

Check out the lights in the
center of Strongsville! Take some
pictures with your family and
friends and bask in the beauty of
the city.

The Special Education
Advisory Committee
(SEAC) will be gift wrapping at Southpark Mall to
raise money for the Stephanie Scholtz Scholarship.
This scholarship is given
to graduating Strongsville
High School Seniors who
receive special education
services.
Thursday, December 3rd;
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 5th;
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 12th;
12:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Monday, December 14th;
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 19th;
10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Monday, December 21st;
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, December 22nd;
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Thursday, December 24th;
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
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How to: Shop for the
Holidays on a Budget

...The Perfect Gift(s) for Any
Type of Person You May Know...

Hannah Moskowitz
Journalist

Family Friend

Sara Polocko
Journalist

Hobbyist

Sentimental
Coffee
Tea
Starbucks Gift Card

Inside Joke

Art Supplies
oD
ity t er
v
i
t
Ac geth
To

C oo
Ute king
nsil
s

o

Nail Polish

Music

iTunes Gift Card
Earbuds (5 Below)

Movie
Fanatic

Movie Night
DVDs

Candyholic

Box of Chocolates
Candy Assortment

Christmas
Cut-Out
Cookies
Haul out the holly...er...
dough! It’s time for the
most decadent Christmas
tradition of all, Christmas
Cut-Out cookies. Packed
with sugar and mounds
of holiday spirit, these
cookies keep Santa’s sleigh
on course and the joy of
Christmas alive and well in
any home. This is a simple
and fun recipe to make
when the snow starts falling and the taste buds start
calling!
Here is what you need
to rock this recipe and be a
holiday hero:

Foodie

Cultured

D2

Nostalgic

Picture Frame
Special Ornament

3 C. sifted all-purpose flour
1 C. sugar
2 tsp. cream of tartar
½ tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking soda
½ C. butter or margarine
½ C. shortening
2 eggs, beaten
¼ C. milk
1 Tbsp. lemon extract
Baking Instructions: Sift
flour, sugar, cream of tartar, salt, and baking soda
together. Cut in butter and
shortening as for pastry.
Next, add eggs, milk and
lemon extract which should
have already been stirred
together. Mix until smooth.
Roll thin on floured board/
pastry cloth. Cut w/ tree,
star, reindeer or other fun
cookie cutter shapes. Arrange on greased cookie
sheet. Then, bake in oven
at 375 degrees for about 10
minutes or until “lightly
browned”. Cookies can be
sprinkled w/ colored sugar
before baking or iced after
baking. This will make
about 5 dozen cookies.
Icing Coloring Instructions:
Place ¼ C. powdered sugar
in small bowl or custard
cup. Add a few drops of
water until you get the
desired consistency. Add a
drop of food coloring and
blend into sugar w/ back of
teaspoon until color is even.
If you would like a deeper
color, add in additional coloring drops at a time and
work it in.
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Laughs with the Lantern
A Very Merry
Crossword

Morgan Myers
Photo Editor

Holiday Wordsearch

Can you find all the words? (They’re all there this time)

By: Olivia
Gasper

Mikayla B.
Carly V.
Photographers
Across
2. The month of Christmas
5. The famous snowman
11. This character has a very shiny red nose
12. A group of people who go door to door singing
Christmas songs
14. What Santa puts all of his presents in and his
reindeer pull as well
15. How you say “Merry Christmas” in Spanish
16. You kiss someone under this object
17. You leave these out for Santa to eat

Down
1. The season of Christmas
3. Santa’s helpers
4. Where Santa lives
6. You put this up to decorate and for your presents
to go under
7. One of the colors of Christmas besides green
8. He stole Christmas
9. You see these under a Christmas tree
10. You hang this on your fireplace for Santa to stuff
12. The holiday celebrated on December 25
13. The man who brings toys to good girls and boys

BELL
CARDS
CHRISTMAS
FIREWOOD
GINGERBREAD
KWANZAA
MITTEN
ORNAMENT
PEACE
RUDOLPH
SKI
SNOWMAN
TOY

BLIZZARD
CHESTNUTS
COOKIES
FROSTY
HOLIDAY
MILK
NATIVITY
PAPER
PINECONE
SANTA
SLEIGH
STOCKING
TREE

BOW
CHIMNEY
ELF
GIFT
JOY
MISTLETOE
NAVIDAD
PARTRIDGE
REINDEER
SKATE
SNOWFLAKE
TOBOGON
WRAPPING

The Pencil
Shannon Powers
Photograher

Miley Cyrus

by Autumn Whitener, Sophomore

Autumn is one of the top artists of her class, and continues
to excel with each character of which she ventures to recreate
the likeness. Stay tuned for more of her drawings.

What is your favorite holiday song?		

Allie Monyak
Photographer

Survey
Says...

The Student Body Speaks on
Pressing Issues of Our Time
What is your favorite holiday coffee flavor?

